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The synchronous machine is an essential component of a power

system and determination of its parameters accurately is an

important task in securing adequate modes of operation through

certain control strategies. An estimation technique based on the

Powell algorithm was evaluated for the identification of these

parameters on the basis of small- signal input-output data. A fifth

order Park doman flux linkage model of a salient pole machine was

used for the identification of the parameters. Stator terminal

voltages as transformed into the Park domain, field voltage and

rotor frequency were used as input signals to the model. The input

signals to the actual machine are the stator terminal voltages and

the field voltage. The Park domain stator terminal currents and

field current were used as output signals. Due to the lack of

access to real data, digital simulation of an actual machine was

used in an effort to establish the machine responses in the time

domain to small changes in the input signals. These responses were

compared with those obtained from the model with the unknown



parameters and utilized in the identification process. The

sensitivity of a least-square loss-function with respect to each

parameter was tested. The proposed parameter identification method

was evaluated with data of two different machines. Careful

observation of the results indicates that convergence can only be

secured if nonsimultaneous perturbation of the direct - ana

quadrature - axis components of the terminal voltages is applied.

Implementation of such a procedure is highly complicated in

practice. Therefore, a suitable method for resolving this problem

is presented, which is based on transforming the input and output

signals of the actual machine and the model to the frequency

domain. In this form, the model can be reduced to two sets of

equations, each of which depends on one of the forcing function

components. The same identification algorithm that was tested in

the time domain, can be used for the frequency domain identification

process and has the same convergence properties.
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IDENTIFICATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE PARAMETERS

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Literature Review

As the size and complexity of electric power systems increases,

the desire to predict system behavior more accurately has also be-

come more important. Among the parts of the electric system whose

performance needs to be predicted accurately is the synchronous

machine.The synchronous machine can be characterized by a mathe-

matical model; and the purpose of this thesis is to establish a

method for identifying the synchronous machine model parameters from

small input-output data of the machine. A good estimate of the

actual parameters of the actual synchronous machine can be obtained.

The search for a method of accurate machine parameter estima-

tion has been going on for a long time. In the literature, H.

Kaminoson and K. Uyeda [1] used two approaches to measure synch-

ronous machine quantities; one with the machine at standstill and

the other based on low frequency response while running. Y. Yu and

H.A.M. Mousa [2] determined the circuit parameters of a synchronous

machine from simple field tests. F. P. deMello and J. R. Ribeiro

[9] established the machine parameters by conducting load rejection

tests and recording deviations in terminal voltages and field cur-

rent. F. P. deMello and L. H. Hannett [6] used the tests of open-

circuit generator voltage and field current response to changes in
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field voltage to identify the machine quantities. Subsequently,

researchers have employed frequency domain methods to obtain

transfer function representations. G. Manchur et al [33] used fre-

quency response tests to determine direct and quadrature axis

transfer functions. Standstill frequency response measurements were

investigated by a number of researchers [4,5,7,8]. These

researchers used the standstill frequency response to determine the

synchronous machine models.

C. Lee, et al [10] used classical parameter estimation tech-

niques to identify the parameters in a fifth order model of asynch-

ronous machine using a weighted least-squares approach. They were

able to identify the parameters using short circuit responses of a

simulated machine with the machine off-line. P. L. Dandino, et al

[5] used the frequency response measurements with the machine

an -line to identify the synchronous machine parameters. In a report

by EPRI, researchers used quasi-linearization method with on-line

input-output data to identify the synchronous machine parameters.

In this thesis, a new approach is presented to identify the

machine parameters based upon classical parameter estimation

theory. In this approach, the responses due to small signals in the

input voltages while the machine is on-line are analyzed for the

identification of the machine parameters.
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1.2 Problem Statement

The main objective is to identify the parameters of a real

synchronous machine from input-output-data as shown in the block

diagram of Fig 1.1.

Real

Machine

dq

1110

Fu Transformation
iFu

dq

v
Fit Transformation

Model %nu

vFu
pm domain

in time IFti

Machine

Paramete

Estimator

lk Adjusted
Parameters

Fig. 1.1 Block diagram for machine parameter
estimation in the time domain
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The difference from the operating values of the stator voltages

(vat vb and vc) and the field voltage (vF) of a real machine due to

small perturbation in the field circuit were supplied to the model

as input signals. The stator currents (ia, ib and ic) and the field

current (If) are taken as the output signals of the real machine and

its model. Rotor frequency is a response in the real machine and

taken as input to the model. The response of the real machine,

including the rotor frequency co, due to small perturbations about a

given operating condition are measured and the rotor position o is

calculated. These responses are transformed to a per unit system

using stator base quantities for stator variables and rotor base

quantities for rotor variables. Using Park's transformation with

the "measured" e, the stator and field variables are transformed to

Park domain variables.

Two forms of instrumentation may be used for the measurement of

the machine variables, conventional indicating instruments and elec-

tronic data acquisition. The problem of high common mode voltages

in the field circuit signals and a generally noisy environment must

be solved when using electronic data acquisition. In general, data

acquisition voltage dividers, or potential transformers plus voltage

dividers are used to obtain voltage signals compatible with instru-

mentation recorder input ratings. Current signals are derived using

isolation amplifiers and current shunts, with current transformers

where required. Wise selection of ground points and routing of
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signal cables reduce the noise and common mode signals to an accep-

table level.

To identify the machine parameters, a model of the machine that

gives an acceptable accuracy of representation and acceptable com-

plexity of calculation must be chosen as well as an algorithm for

the identification procedure. The model chosen for the identifica-

tion of the synchronous machine parameters is a fifth order flux

linkage model [23]. It is taken in the Park domain in order to

obtain constant model inductances in steady state, instead of the

inductances which are functions of the rotor angle (0) in the real

machine domain. The model of the machine consists of five

windings: direct and quadrature stator windings, the field winding

and two fictitious amortisseur windings (one on the direct axis and

the other on the quadrature axis). The forcing-function signals

used for the model in the identification process are the same as

those of the real machine after their transformation to the per unit

systems and to the Park domain. The output signals of the model are

direct-axis, quadrature-axis and field currents (id, iq and iF).

The response signals of the real machine and the model are compared

and used in the identification procedure. The use of small-signal

responses for the identification of machine parameters is poten-

tially less hazardous to the real machine, unlike the test which

uses short circuit responses.
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After the choice of the model, a subroutine for the minimiza-

tion has to be chosen. The Powell algorithm [14, 15, 16] was used

in this study for the minimization of a least squares loss function

in which both positive and negative errors contribute in a positive

sense (see eq 2.8).

The study carried out in this thesis defines the required data

processing and tests an identification program. No field data was

available. Digital simulation of the synchronous machine was done

to generate the actual machine data for the identification

process. Known parameters were used for the simulation of the

actual machine data. Guessed parameters were used in the model for

the generation of its responses.

1.3 Results of the Identification program in the time domain

The identification program used to identify the synchronous

machine parameters was run on the HP 1000 computer of the Electrical

and Computer Engineering Department at OSU.

For the test of the identification program, the assumed known

parameters, the initial guesses and the components of the forcing-

function are given in the main program. A subroutine was written

for the digital simulation of the real machine, simulation of the

model and the integration of the loss function. A Powell [15, 18]

subroutine was used for the minimization of a loss function as well

as the adjustment of the parameters. Since the loss function is

forcing-function dependent (as shown in Chapter 2), it was found
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that with a given set of values of the components of the forcing-

function a local minimum was reached. By interchanging the direct

and quadrature-axis components of the forcing-function, another

local minimum was reached. This local minimum was closer to the

global minimum than the first local minimum. Each time these com-

ponents were interchanged, a local minimum was reached closer to a

global minimum than the previous one. This was repeated until the

minimum of all local minima was reached. The parameters that gave

the minimum of the local minima were taken as the identified para-

meters.

A program was written to test the sensitivity of a loss func-

tion with respect to each of the model parameters. By studying the

results in this test, a correlation between the loss function and a

given parameter with the rest of the parameters kept constant was

found. These correlations indicate that the loss function is quite

sensitive to some of the parameters and has low sensitivity to the

others.

The proposed identification process was evaluated with data of

two different machines. The effect of different initial guesses and

different values of the forcing function components was also inves-

tigated.

Observation of the results revealed the viability of applying

small signal disturbances for adequate identification of all para-

meters of the simulated synchronous machine. However, as expected

the overall convergence was slow due to the poor sensitivity of the

loss function to some parameters.
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Moreover, it is highly complicated to interchange the values of

the direct-axis and quadrature-axis components of the forcing func-

tion of a real machine since it requires the change of the torque

angle. Chapter four presents an approach for effectively resolving

this problem. This approach is based on processing the input and

output signals of the actual machine in the frequency domain, estab-

lishing their frequency spectra, and properly accounting for the

presence of noise in the measured rotor speed. Subsequently,

through certain mathematical manipulations, the desired output

signals as a function of either the direct-axis terminal voltage or

the quadrature-axis terminal voltage are obtained for the purpose of

securing adequate convergence of the identification process. This

method necessitates that the input and output signals be band-

limited, discretized and then transformed to the frequency domain

using numerical Fourier Transform techniques (see Fig. 1.2).

The model of the synchronous machine, the identification

procedure, and the identification algorithm are treated in Chapter

2. In Chapter 3, the results of computer runs of the identification

program for time-domain data of the two different machines are

presented. Signal processing and frequency spectra of the data are

given in Chapter 4.

Conclusions reached as a result of this study are summarized in

Chapter 5.
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II. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

2.1 Introduction

10

A fifth-order, flux-linkage, state-space mathematical model and

the output equation of the synchronous machine were chosen for the

identification of the machine parameters.

Since the parameters of the synchronous machine cannot be

identified if the system is not observable, observability of the

system will be checked.

The parameters of the system to be identified are entries of

the system and output matrices. The parameter values are not

directly observable. Consequently the optimum set of parameters has

to be defined using a criterion with respect to the output signal.

The criterion is a minimization of a scalar loss function which is a

functional of the machine output and the model output (eq. 2.8).

[24]

The Powell subroutine [15, 18] is used in this thesis to find

the parameter values that will give a minimum value of the loss

function.

The global minimum of the loss function was found by

alternately setting the value of the direct- or quadrature-axis

component of the forcing-function to zero. Even though the global

minimum of the loss function was reached and the parameters

converged, this method cannot be used in practice without
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modification; because the d- and q- axis components of the forcing

function cannot be changed independently in a machine connected to

the power system. As we will see later, it was found that by

processing the real machine data in the frequency domain, we are

able to use the algorithm developed for alternate-axis excitation of

the model for the loss function minimization and parameter

convergence.

2.2 Machine Model in the Time Domain

A number of models are known for synchronous machine studies.

Among these models is the flux linkage model given by Anderson and

Fouad [23], in which the machine is represented by the flux linkages

of the stator windings, the rotor windings and the coupling between

stator and rotor windings. In the real world, all the stator

inductances and the stator-rotor mutual inductances are a function

of the rotor position; that is to say, they are functions of time.

These inductances are parameters in the machine equations; and the

solution of these equations will be difficult. This problem may be

simplified by referring all the stator quantities to a rotor frame

of reference through the Park transformation [23]. This transforma-

tion makes the machine inductances time-invariant in the steady

state, which simplifies the solution of the machine equations. The

flux linkage model of the machine has the rotor speed as a

parameter. Due to the small perturbation applied to the machine,
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the rotor speed will change with time. Since the rotor has high

inertia and the signals are small, the change in the rotor

speed (Au) will be small compared to the operating frequency.

By looking at the machine rating, we notice that the numerical

values of the stator voltages are in the kilovolt range; while the

field voltage is at a much lower level. This difference in rating

can be solved by normalizing the equations to a convenient base

value and expresssing all values in per unit [23].

The model that will be given will be used in the identification

problem, since it contains all the machine parameters as elements in

the model matrix.

In matrix form, the flux linkage model will be (see Appendix A)

id

F

q

Jo

L(IL D Lr Ii0 -w
LidLiold Id -1d-IF

rF Li) r
F (1 - ---

LV
)

r
F

Lmo
07

F
Lit LIF L10I1771;

r0 Lmo fl'i 1 ( I LMD ) 0

L
10

L Id L 10LIF
L10 L I o

0

0

0

:151- rib (1 )0 0 iq Lig LigLiq

"MMI,

r Lmo

0 0 0 LI0L1q
10 (

111 .

A
F

A0

q

A0

rd

F

0

vq

(2.1)



where all the entries of the matrix are constant except w, which can

be a function of time. When the model is solved numerically in the

time domain, the value of the rotor frequency given by the test data

at each time step of the calculation can be used.

The output equations in matrix form will be

.11 gMS

Id

IF

1c4

Id Id id IF 77;

Lmo Lmo Lmo 0
r. 7-4Id IF IF IF r7X;

a

1q lq

2.3 Machine Parameters

a

Id 10

X
F

x0

q

AO

(2.2)

The machine parameters are the steady-state, transient, and

subtransient inductances, the leakage inductances, time constants

and resistances of the direct- and quadrature-axis windings of the

machine. The parameters are Ld, LE, L0, LAD, Ld, Lo, LAo, Lid, La,

Td;, Ida, Td' T;(1, 1"(;,
Ta'

r, rF, ro, ro, Lid, L1F, Lid

and L

The relations between these parameters will be as given in the

literature [23].
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2.4 System Equations

In the preceding section, the machine is represented by a fifth

order model with the flux linkages Id, AF, XD, lc, and A0 as state

variables. Therefore the system equations of the machine can be

expressed in matrix form as

where

x" . [A] x + [B] u

1 [ad IF
A. 1.1

kfl]
T

is the state vector,

u = [-vd vF 0 -vd 0]
T
is the input vector,

(2.3)

[B] = the distribution matrix and equals the identity matrix

[A] = the system matrix given in equation (2.1).

2.5 The Output Equations

The output of the system can be expressed by

[C] x (2.4)

where is an output vector which contains the variables id, iF and

iq, id and iq are the direct axis and quadrature axis components of

the measurable currents i
a,

i
b

and i
c' Hence,
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[id iF Iq]T

and [C] is the output matrix defined by equation (2.2).

The dynamical equations of the system may be shown in block

diagram as in Fig. 2.1. The double lines represent the matrix con-

nection.

Fig. 2.1 Matrix block diagram of the dynamical equation.

2.6 System Observability

Since it is necessary for the identification problem to have an

observable system, an observability test for this system will be

done.

For a time varying system to be observable, the rank of the

auxiliary matrix



V

=1, 11,

No(t)

N
1
(t)

N
n-1

(t)

should be equal to n

where n = the order of the system;

No(t) = C(t),

Nk+1(t) = Nk(t) A(t) + fa-tif Nk(t) .

16

(2.5)

In other words, the necessary and sufficient condition for the

system to be observable is that the columns of the matrix V are

linearly independent. The set of column vectors of the matrix V are

linearly independent if and only if the equation

[v1 v2 v3 14 115]
B

implies B = 0 [26],

where a is a column vector of scalars

V
n is the nth column of V (eq. 2.5).

We construct the first six rows of the matrix V and checking

the independence of the columns:
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al a2 a3 0 0

a2 a4 a5 0 0

0 0 0 a7 as

01 D3 D4(t) 0

D
2

D5 05 D7(t) 0

08(t) 0 0 D9 010

where the a's are the elements of the connection matrix C and

the D's are the elements of the matrix CA(t).

From the sixth row, we have a1D8(t) + 84 D9 + 85 010 = 0 .

Since 09 and 010 are constant coefficients and D8 is time varying

coefficient, al, has to be zero for all t.

From the second and third rows, we have

a
2 2

+ a
3

s
3

= 0

a4 a2 + as 83 = 0

for this to be true, either 82 = 83 = 0

or a2 a5 - a3 a4 = 0 where a2, a3, a
4
and a5 are defined in equation

(2.17 - 2.20).

Substituting for a2, a3, a4 and a5 in the above equation we get

L
MD

L
MD Lmo

MD 1

7-7--Id Hr IF Ho ITT; "L7 717

which is physically not true.

2
L
2

LMD L MD
L
IF

+ MD - 7--
1F

or
L
MD = 0
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Therefore, 82 83 a 0

Now, from the fourth row,

84 D4(t) a 0

and 04 . 0

from the third row

35 as 0

and since a
8

a 0

therefore 85 = 0

And in summary, the vector of scalars 8 = 0 and the columns of the

matrix V are linearly independent and the system is observable.

2.7. Estimation Technique

The main objective of thins study is to simulate the identifica-

tion of the parameters of a real synchronous machine from which the

input and output signals can be measured. The input signals to the

simulated real machine and its model are taken as the field, rotor

frequency, direct axis and quadrature axis voltages. The output

signals are taken as the field, direct axis and quadrature axis

currents. In the minimization problem, the model responses are

compared with the prerecorded responses of the original system for

the same forcing-function.
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2.7.1 Sensitivity of the Output to the Forcing-function

The investigation of the sensitivity of the output to the

forcing-function components can be done by using the Laplace trans-

formation. However, since the Laplace transform is algebraically

equivalent to the Fourier transform, and since the system has been

studied using the Fourier transform (Appendix C), this investigation

will be done using the Fourier transform. By mathematically manipu-

lating equations C.4 and C.7, the output equations reduce to the

following form:

Id(jw) = N1(jw) VF(jw) + wo N2(jw) Vq(jw) + N3(jw) Vd(jw)

IF(jw) = Z1(jw) VF(jw) + w0Z2(jw) Vq(jw) + 13(jw) Vd(jw)

Ici(jw) = wo Wi(jw) FF(jw) + [ w20 W2(jw) + W2(jw) ] Vq(jw)

woW4(jw) Vd(jw)

From these equations we notice that the quadrature-axis compo-

nent of the forcing-function is multiplied by one order higher

of w
o
than the other forcing-function components. Since w

o
is much

larger than any other coefficient in the matrix A (see Tables 3.1

and 3.2), the quadrature-axis component will be the dominant term,
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and it will overshadow the effect of the direct-axis forcing-

function component.

The parameters of the machine are present in the coefficient of

the forcing-function components in a complex way and their effect on

the output cannot be seen easily. The sensitivity of the loss-

function to each of the parameters, with the other parameters kept

constant at their true value, was tested (see Figs. 2.2 and 2.3).

The sensitivity test was done for two sets of forcing-function: one

with vq set to zero and vd = 0.1 per unit, and the other with vd set

to zero and vq = 0.1 per unit. Studying the sensitivity curves of

machine 1 for Lhe two types of forcing-function, we see that some

parameters are sensitive to both types of forcing-function; e.g.,

(parameters al and a7). Some of the parameters are more sensitive

to vd; e.g., (parameters a7, a8 and a8). Other parameters have

almost the same sensitivity to both types of forcing-function e.g.

(parameters a4 and a6), while the rest of the parameters are more

sensitive to vq; e.g., (parameters al, a2, a3, and a5). When

applying the minimization program, the parameters that are most

sensitive to vd will approach their true value when vd has a value

and vq is set to zero. The loss-function will appear to reach a

local minimum. Subsequently setting vd to zero and vq to a value,

will cause the parameters that are the most sensitive to vq to

approach their true value and the loss-function will appear to reach

another local minimum. Even when the fixed parameters are not at
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their true value and due to the structure of the machine equations,

the sensitivity tests will show that the parameters that are

sensitive to v
d

will remain sensitive to v
d

and the parameters that

are sensitive to vq will remain sensitive to vq.

Studying the curves of Fig. 2.2, we find that the effect of

some parameters (e.g. al, a7, and a8) on the loss-function will mask

the effect of some of the other parameters. Since in the digital

calculation, taking small difference between large numbers will

allow the truncation error to limit the effect of the less sensitive

parameters on the loss-function. To yet the effect of the less

sensitive parameters, the most sensitive parameters have to come

close to their true values. Each time the value of vd or vq is set

to zero, the loss-function reaches an apparent local minimum. At

each local minimum the most sensitive parameters come closer to

their true value, and the effect of the less sensitive parameters

will be felt by the loss-function. The alternate setting of vd to

zero or vq to zero will be repeated until the minimum of all minima

is reached. The parameters at this minimum are taken as the

identified parameters of the system.

The same sensitivity test was done for a second machine with

different rating and different operating frequency. From the curves

(Fig. 2.3), the same conclusion can be drawn. Also, we see that the

sensitivity of the loss-function to each of the parameters differs

from one machine to another.
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2.7.2 Error Criterion

The equations that will represent the model of the system are,

as mentioned before, in the form

(a) = A(a) x(a) + B u

im (a) C(a) x(a)

(2.6)

where x(a), A(a), im(a) and C(a) are all functions of the parameter

vector a to be identified. im(a) here represent the model responses

for the same forcing-function u of the real system. Therefore an

error function will be defined by

E(a) y - tm(a) (2.7)

where represents the responses of the real, measurable system.
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2.7.3 Loss Function

The identification problem can be formulated as a minimization

of a loss function. This loss function may be chosen, among other

functions to be in the following form

I
F(a) w fT

E. R E dt
0

I T
= 7 f (y - ym)I R (t - 41) dt (2.8)

where R is a diagonal, positive-definite weighting matrix, and E' is

the transpose of E. In this study, R is taken as the identity

matrix I. F(a) is taken to be a least-squares function so that both

positive and negative errors contribute in a positive sense.

2.7.4 Theoretical Aspects

The synchronous machine is modeled with a fifth order differen-

tial equation in state space form with the flux linkages as states,

Park domain stator voltages, rotor frequency and field voltage as

input signals and Park domain stator currents and field current as

output signals.

In matrix form

Ax + u

(2.9)

L= Cx
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where x is the state vector, u is the input vector, y is the output

vector, A is the system matrix and C is the output matrix.

In general, the system matrix A is not constant for a real

machine. However, insight about the behavior of the identification

process can be gained by looking at the case where A is constant.

Taking A as constant, the solution of the state space equation in

the time domain is in the following form

X(t) =
eAtx(to)

t

k

eA(t-T)u/_
T) di (2.10)

0

where x(to) is the initial state, assumed to be zero, and u(t)

is the input.

Let u(t) = k H (t)

where H(t) is a unit step function

Then the solution x(t) will be

x(t)
A-I eAt_

where A exists for this system.

The system response is of the following form

ym(t) = C x(t)

y
M

(t) = C A [e
At

- I] k

The real system output is y

(2.11)

(2.12)
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Therefore the loss function will be

t

F
0

Im) dt (2.13)

By looking to the loss function, we notice that it is not pos-

sible mathematically to find a direct relation between the loss

function and any of the parameters that are elements of the A and C

matrices. From the same equation, it is noticed that, since y. is a
m

function of the forcing-function k H(t), the loss function is also a

function of the forcing-function; that is to say, it is forcing-

function dependent. This dependence affects the choice of the

forcing function components, as will be seen later in this chapter.

2.7.5 Input and Output Signals

To test the validity of the identification procedure, the real

machine output signals id, iF and id were taken from the simulation

of a machine with known parameters. The input signals which are the

same for the simulated real machine and the model are the field

voltage vF, direct axis voltage vd and quadrature axis voltage vd.

The rotor frequency of the real machine is used as an input to the

model. Step functions of the voltage signals are used for the test

identification of the machine parameters. Different values of the

input signals are used.

2.7.6 Parameters to be Identified

The state space equation of the machine can be written in the
form
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L
MD1

al = - (1 -
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L
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a3 r--r--
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L
MD
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1

(1

LMD)

IF

L
MD

a
5 r--c--
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L

a6 = -
1
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MD

ID ID

L
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a
7

-- (1 r--)
lq lq
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MQ

a
8
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1
(1 PrLala9 r--
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(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

The required standard parameters needed for the identification

of the synchronous machine parameters are L
Id'

L
IF'

L
ID'

L
MD' Llq.

L Land where is the1Q LMQ L
lj

i hith leakage inductance. To identify

these parameters directly will be very difficult; since they are in

the numerator and the denominator of the matrix entries. It will be
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much easier to identify the combination or the ratios of these

standard parameters, which are the a's of equations 2.16 - 2.24.

There are seven required standard parameters (eqn. 2.1); therefore,

seven a's will be identified. These seven a's are al, a2, a3, a4,

a7, a8 and a9. From these a's, the standard parameters will be

found as follows

from equation (2.17) Lmo = a2 Lid L1F

from equations (2.17) and (2.18)
L a
IF 3

L a
ID 2

substituting for LMD in (2.16) and in (2.19)

al r t1 '1 - a
3

L
Id

) - (1 - a2 L1F)
Id Id

a
1
Lld= - 1 + a L

2 L1F

1
a
4

= (1 - a
2

L
Id

)

L
1F

a
4

L
1F

= -1 + a
2 Lid

(2.16)'

(2.19)'

multiplying (2.16)' by a2 and (2.19)' by al and adding the two

equations, we get

a
1

+ a
2

L1F
a2 - al a4

Therefore

a2
a1

+ a2

a3 (77
a1a2 1 4

(2.25)

(2.26)



and

1
a
2

a. + a2

Lld -;Ca--7
2 1 4

2
a2 al + a2 a

2 (

a
1
+ a

2 )2

LMD al (-a-2-7-7)

39

(2.27)

(2.28)

inFrom equation (2.23) LMQ = a8 Liq L1Q . Substituting for LMQ

(2.22) and (2.24).

a7 = - (1 - a8 L1Q)
lq

or a
7
L
lq
= - 1 + a8 L1Q

IQ '

1
a9 = - r (1 - as Lig)

LIQ

or a
q

L
lq
= -1 + a

8
L
lq

.

(2.22)'

(2.24)'

Multiplyiny (2.22)' by a8 and (2.24)' by a7 and adding the two

equations, we get

and

a
7

+ a
8Lin 0 ,

14 as'- a7 a9

a, a, + a,

lq a:
+

-7 a' a a
8 7 9

L
MQ

-a8 a7 + a8
s

a8 a7 + a8
, 2a7

-7 a
8

a
7

a
9

7 a8 - a7 a9

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)



Also, we have

and

MQ
r-

AD d IF 1D

from which LAD and LAD can be found.
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(2.32)

(2.33)

From the seven standard parameters of the synchronous machine,

all the machine inductances and time constants can be found. The

machine resistances were not considered in this identification test

for the following reason: including the resistances in the

identification procedure will increase the dimension of the

parameter vector, which will increase the parameters space and the

identification problem will be more complicated. Therefore the

convergence would be much slower.

2.8 Computer Simulation

The computer simulation of the identification of synchronous

machine parameters problem consists of the solution of the machine.

equations, the integration of the loss function and the minimization

of the loss function.
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2.8.1 Solution of Machine Equations

The coupled first-order differential equations (2.3) represent-

ing the synchronous machine state-space model, are solved

simultaneously with the output equations (2.4). A large number of

numerical integration schemes have been devised for solving state

equations. A second order predictor-corrector method of integration

was adopted for the solution of the differential equations. This

method uses less computer time when compared with the Runge-Kutta

method. With the number of parameters to be identified equal to

seven, the solution of the differential equation has to be done

about forty times for each iterration. Therefore it will be more

economical to choose a method of solution that needs less computer

time, and yet has reasonable accuracy.

2.8.2 Numerical Integration of the Loss Function

As mentioned previously, the loss function is in the form

F(a) 7
T

f (X Ypi)' (X - .44) dt , (2.34)

The method of integration chosen for this function is the trape-

zoidal rule. This method has the advantage of being:

1. Numerically stable for any stepsize, at.

2. Simple to program.
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2.8.3 Rinindzation of the Loss Function

A number of algorithms are available for the minimization of

the loss function. Among these algorithms, the steepest descent

method and conjugate gradient method subroutines in the IMSL library

of the OSU computer center were tried. Since these two algorithms

are not user modifiable and the loss function is forcing-function

dependent, it was not possible to change the forcing-function

components without terminating the program. The parameters did not

converge.

The Powell subroutine, which was available from Professor

Bucolo in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, was

successfully used for the minimization of the loss function. In

this subroutine, the value of the loss function is found using the

initial values of the parameters. The subroutine then changes the

initial parameters by plus or minus a certain percentage of the

initial values (specified when the program is run) and finds the

value of the loss function based on the new parameter values.

Another subroutine will check the values of the function and, based

upon this check, the proper subroutine will be called for minimiza-

tion. This will be continued until the minimum value of the loss

function is reached. This minimum value is a local minimum of the

loss function and since the loss function is forcing-function

dependent, as shown in Section 2.7.1, vd and vq were alternatively

set to zero, and this was repeated until the global minimum was
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found. The parameters at this minimum were taken as the identified

values of the parameters.

2.8.4 Truncation Error

The identification algorithm program was run with 32-bit single

precision, but in the calculation of the loss function, small dif-

ferences between large numbers were found. The truncation error

accumulates over the time span used and can give serious error in

the loss function. Use of double or extended precision reduces the

truncation error.

2.9 Algorithm

An algorithm to estimate the parameters of the synchronous

machine is shown in Fig. 2.4. It consists of the following major

steps:

I. Computer simulation of the dynamic response of the model with

"guessed" parameters for the measured forcing function.

2. Calculation and minimization of the loss function and updating

the parameter vector a. The minimum value of the loss function

found by this algorithm is a local minimum, this will be

repeated with the interchange of the values of vd and vc, and
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keeping vF constant and with the parameters found with that

local minimum as an initial guess to the next step until a

minimum value of the minima is found.

In order to test the identification algorithm with time domain

data, a computer simulation of the dynamic equation of a real

machine with known parameters and a step change in the forcing

function was made with constant rotor frequency.
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III. TESTING THE IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM

Two sets of data for two different machines were used to test

the parameter identification proyram. These data were assumed to be

the exact parameters that will be used for the simulation of the

real machine. The output of this simulated machine will be assumed

as the output of the real machine. Initial guesses of the machine

parameters were used in the simulation of the model of the synchron-

ous machine, and the outputs of the model were found. The differ-

ence between the two outputs was used in the minimization of the

loss function.

3.1 Synchronous Machine Data

The data for the two machines are given in per unit on the 160

MVA and 15 KV basis for machine no. 1 and 120 KVA, 208 V and 400 HZ

as basis for machine no. 2. The data used for machine No. 1 is from

Anderson and Fouad [23] and data used for machine No. 2 is from Lee,

C. and 0. Tan [10].
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Table 3.1: Machine data

Machine Machine Machine
Parameter No. 1 No. 2

Ld 1.70 2.10

LF 1.651 2.252

Lo 1.605 2.930

Lid.d 0.15 0.040

L 1.64 0.786

Lo 1.526 0.817

r 0.001096 0.0189

rF 0.000742 0.0043

r0 0.0131 0.057

rQ 0.054 0.0071

The values of the 'a'-parameters are shown in Table 3.2.

To avoid over-specification, only seven of the 'a'-parameters

will be identified.
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Table 3.2

Machine
Parameter

The 'a'-parameters

Machine Machine
No. 1 No. 2

LAD
1.55 2.06

LAQ 1.49 0.746

L MD 0.02825 0.0314

Lmo 0.02848 0.02474

L1F 0.101 0.192

LID 0.055 0.87

L IQ 0.036 0.071

a1 -5.40 -5.40

a2 1.87 4.10

a3 3.40 0.90

a4 -7.11 -4.40

85 5.00 0.19

a6 -8.80 -1.10

a7 -5.40 -9.54

88 5.30 8.70

a9 -5.70 -9.20
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3.2 Estimated Parameters

The parameters of the synchronous machine model were identified

using Powell's algorithm, which minimizes the loss function. The

main computer program for the identification simulation is supplied

with the assumed exact parameters, the initial guesses and the

components of the forcing-function vector. A subroutine was written

to solve the state-space equations of the simulated real machine and

the model of the machine. From the same subroutine, the responses

of the simulated real machine and the model were found from which

the loss function is calculated. The Powell subroutine is made

flexibile in a way that we can change the number of iterations,

percent parameter tolerance, field voltage, direct axis voltage and

quadrature axis voltage without terminating the program.

The values of the 'a'-parameters given in Table 3.2 were used

for the generation of the real machine output signals, while the

initial guesses were used to give the model output signals. In the

system matrix of the state-space equations, we have nine

combinations of the machine standard parameters. These nine

combinations are the 'a'-parameters (six direct axis 'a'-parameters

and three quadrature axis 'a'-parameters). Three of the seven

parameters to be identified have to be the quadrature axis 'a'-

parameters. The other four parameters were taken as the first four

elements of the parameter vector. This choice was arbitrary for the
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test of the identification program. The other two direct-axis 'a'-

parameters were kept constant at their known values throughout the

identification procedure.

In practice, this is not the case since we do not know the

exact parameters of the machine. The only thing we know are the

input-output data of the machine. Therefore all nine 'a'-parameters

have to be identified.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the estimated parameters of Machine 1

for two different initial guesses, the initial guesses of Table 3.4

are closer to the optimum values of the 'a'-parameters than those of

Table 3.3. Tables 3.4 - 3.7 show the estimated parameters of

machine 1 for four different values of the forcing-function

components and the same initial guesses. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show

the estimated parameters of Machine 2 with the same forcing function

and the same initial guesses but with different numerical precision.



Table 3.3 Parameter estimates of Machine 1 with vd and v = 0.1 or 0.0 and initial values al = -2.7,
a2 = 0.93, a3 = 1.7, A4 = -3.5, 47 -2.7, AB a 2.6 and a9 - -2.8

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters Loss
Function

limber of
Iterations

ad
vq

al a2
a3

84
A7 as aB

0.1 0.0 -5.384 1.871 3.303 -7.112 -4.735 3.643 -2.56 .3805 x 1U-1 9

0.0 0.1 -5.402 1.855 3.412 -7.084 -5.368 5.245 -5.456 .3989 x 10-4 18

0.1 0.0 -6.399 1.870 3.395 -7.111 -5.364 5.221 -5.552 .7289 x 10-4 5

0.0 U.1 -5.398 1.871 3.395 -7.107 -5.388 5.270 -5.585 .6563 x 10-4 4

0.1 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.395 -7.111 -5.382 5.261 -5.626 .1793 x 10-4 h

0.0 0.1 -5.398 1.871 3.395 -7.108 -5.385 5.261 -5.568 .1094 x 10-4 3

0.1 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.395 -7.111 -5.381 5.252 -5.607 .2615 x 10-4 5

0.0 U.1 -5.398 1.871 3.395 -7.107 -5.393 5.282 -5.632 .2519 x 10-5 3

0.1 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.395 -7.110 -5.390 5.277 -5.657 .616 x 10-5 3

O.0 0.1 -5.398 1.871 3.395 -7.107 -5.391 5.277 -5.621 .4032 x 10-5 3

0.1 0.0 -5.401 1.870 3.395 -7.110 -5.391 5.271 -5.641 .9971 x 10-5 4



Table 3.4 Parameter estimates of Machine 1 with v and va 0.1 or 0.0 and
a2 = 1.3, a3 = 2.7, a4 = -4.5, a, = -3.7, ail .'3.6 and ay = -3.8

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters

initial values at = -3.7,

Loss Number of
Function Iterationsv

d
vq a

1
a2 a3 a

4
a
7 as ay

U.1 U.0 -5.389 1.871 3.325 -1.111 -4.92 4.112 -3.451 .1839 x 10-1 9

0.0 0.1 -5.397 1.870 3.394 -7.103 -5.346 5.218 -5.389 .6457 x 10-4 21

0.1 0.0 -5.399 1.870 3.392 -7.112 -5.351 5.192 -5.500 .1332 x 10-3 6

0.0 0.1 -5.397 1.872 3.392 -7.105 -5.383 5.269 -5.544 .1233 x 10-4 3

0.1 0.0 -5.399 1.870 3.396 -7.111 -5.376 5.247 -5.600 .3281 x 10-4 5

0.0 0.1 -4.399 1.871 3.396 -7.107 -5.392 5.280 -5.622 .3048 x 10 5 4

U.1 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.396 -7.110 -5.388 6.274 -5.650 .8135 x 10-5 S

0.0 0.1 -5.399 1.871 3.396 -7.110 -6.390 5.274 -5.61U .5073 x 10-5 3

U.1 U.0 -5.401 1.810 3.396 -7.110 -6.390 5.267 -5.633 .1306 x 10 -4 4

0.0 0.1 -5.399 1.871 3.396 -7.110 -6.387 5.267 -5.588 .7617 x 10-5 3

0.1 0.0 -5.480 1.870 3.395 -7.111 -5.384 5.260 -5.621 .1858 x 10-4 5



Table 3.5 Parameter estimates of Machine 1 with vd and v = 0.2 or 0.0 and initial values al = -3.7,
a2 = 1.3, a3 = 2.7, a4 -4.5, ai = -3.7, a8 .1'3.6 and ay - -3.8

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters Loss
Function

Number of
Iterationsv

d v
4

al a2 a
3

a
4

a7 as ay

0.2 0.0 -5.388 1.870 3.301 -7.115 -4.920 4.112 -3.451 .7367 x 10-1 11

0.0 U.2 -6.401 1.864 3.400 -6.993 -5.361 5.204 -6.246 .3746 x 10-3 26

0.2 0.0 -5.399 1.870 3.386 -7.113 -5.336 5.163 -5.424 .1008 x 10-2 7

0.0 0.2 -5.395 1.872 3.386 -7.084 -5.377 5.244 -5.490 .9579 x 10-4 4

0.2 0.0 -5.399 1.870 3.394 -7.112 -5.367 5.228 -5.566 .2413 x 10-4 5

0.0 0.2 -5.398 1.871 3.394 -7.102 -5.389 5.272 -5.593 .2293 x 10-4 3

0.2 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.393 -7.111 -6.384 5.264 -5.632 .6050 x 10-4 5

0.0 0.2 -5.398 1.871 3.393 -7.100 -5.386 5.264 -5.578 .3798 x 10-4 4

0.2 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.393 -7.110 -5.383 5.256 -6.616 .8830 x 10-4 5



Table 3.6 Parameter estimates of Machine 1 with vd and vo - 0.5 or 0.0 and initial values al - -3.7.
a2 1.3, a3 2.7, a4 - -4.5, a7 -3.7, 48 '3.6 and 19 -3.8

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters Loss
Function

Number of
Iterationsvd vq al a2 13

a4 Ai a8 a9

0.5 0.0 -5.390 1.870 3.292 -7.122 -4.919 4.112 -3.451 .4699 x 100 8

0.0 0.5 -5.400 1.869 3.403 -7.108 -6.395 5.289 -5.656 .2922 x 10-4 49

0.5 0.0 -5.401 1.870 3.399 -7.111 -5.396 5.285 -5.668 .7470 x 10-4 4

0.0 0.5 -5.400 1.870 3.399 -7.108 -6.396 5.285 -8.668 .4781 x 10-4 2

0.6 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.399 -7.113 -5.394 5.286 -5.670 .6684 x 10 4 2

0.0 0.5 -6.400 1.870 3.399 -7.108 -5.395 5.285 -8.670 .4912 x 1--4 2

U.S 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.399 -1.110 -5.394 6.286 -5.670 .6666 x 10-4 2

0.0 0.5 -5.400 1.810 3.399 -7.107 -6.395 5.285 -5.670 .4909 x 10-4 2

0.5 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.399 -1.110 -5.394 5.285 -5.670 .6667 x 10-4 2

0.0 0.5 -5.399 1.870 3.398 -7.106 -5.395 5.285 -5.670 .4980 x 10-4 2



Table 3.7 Parameter estimates of Machine 1 with vd and - 1.0 or 0.0 and
a2 . 1.3, a3 - 2.7, a4 - -4.5, a7 -3.7, a8 a 3.6 and ay . -3.8

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters

initial values al -3.7,

Loss
Function

Number of
Iterationsvd vq

al a2
13

14
17 a

8 ay

1.0 0.0 -5.255 1.869 3.197 -7.162 -4.942 4.331 -3.940 .1279 x lel 17

0.0 1.0 -5.387 1.872 3.363 -6.881 -5.366 5.236 -5.418 .4630 x 10-2 19

1.0 0.0 -5.399 1.870 3.393 -7.111 -5.358 5.209 -5.529 .9782 x 10-2 6

0.0 1.0 -5.398 1.871 3.393 -7.066 -5.386 5.265 -5.568 .9008 x 10-3 4

1.0 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.393 -7.112 -5.383 5.254 -5.610 .2427 x 10-3 5

0.0 1.0 -5.398 1.871 3.393 -7.067 -5.393 5.284 -5.640 .2273 x 10-3 4

1.0 0.0 -5.401 1.870 3.393 -7.112 -5.394 5.279 -5.656 .5632 x 10-3 4

0.0 1.0 -5.397 1.871 3.393 -7.071 -5.394 5.279 -5.656 .4195 x 10-3 6

1.0 0.0 -5.400 1.870 3.393 -7.112 -5.391 5.279 -5.660 .5011 x 10-3 3

0.0 1.0 -5.398 1.871 3.393 -2.068 -5.392 5.279 -5.629 .3598 x 10-3



Table 3.8 Parameter estimates of Machine 2 with vd and vd = 0.1 or 0.0, 111
al -3.0, a2 - 2.5. a3 = .55. 414 = -2.5, a7 5-1-5.8, ad - 5.3 and

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters

- 0.025 and initial values
ay -6.6

Loss Number of
Function Iterationsvd v

4
al a2 a3

a4 al a8 ay

0.1 OM -5.304 4.105 .7798 -4.400 -9.033 6.985 -2.309 .5390 x 10-2 13

0.0 0.1 -5.390 4.122 .8208 -4.405 -9.544 8.697 -9.24U .1989 x 10-4 25

0.1 0.0 -5.395 4.101 .8923 -4.405 -9.532 8.697 -9.240 .1775 x 10-4 5

0.0 0.1 -5.395 4.101 .8923 -4.405 -9.542 8.695 -9.154 .1718 x 10 -4 3

0.1 0.0 -5.400 4.101 .8928 -4.405 -9.542 8.694 -9.159 .1460 x 10-4 4

0.0 0.1 -5.395 4.101 .8928 -4.405 -9.542 8.694 -9.159 .1769 x 10-4 2

0.1 0.0 -5.399 4.101 .8925 -4.403 -9.542 8.694 -9.159 .1464 x 10-4 2

0.0 0.1 -5.395 4.101 .8925 -4.405 -9.542 8.694 -9.159 .1779 x 10-4 2

0.1 0.0 -5.399 4.101 .8921 -4.405 -9.542 8.694 -9.159 .1464 x 10-4 2

0.0 0.1 -5.395 4.101 .8921 -4.405 -9.542 8.694 -9.159 .1792 x 10-4 2

C"



Table 3.9 Parameter estimates of Machine 2. The same as Table 3.8 except

Precision instead of Single Precision.

Forcing Function Estimated Parameters

this is run with Double

Loss Number of

Function Iterationsvd vq al a2 a3 a4
a7 a8 a9.

0.1 00 -5.293 4.108 .6461 -4.401 -9.010 7.127 -2,859 .4342 x 10-2 21

0.0 0.1 -5.365 4.142 .7199 -4.411 -9.539 8.648 -8.992 .1174 x 10-3 42

0.1 0.0 -5.399 4.101 .8907 -4.402 -9.526 8.648 -8.999 .7236 x 10-5 6

0.0 0.1 -5.394 4.101 .8907 -4.402 -9.531 8.648 -8.999 .5237 x 10-5 2

0.1 0.0 -5.397 4.101 .8928 -4.402 -9.524 8.648 -9.001 .6891 x 10-5 2

0.0 0.1 -5.397 4.101 .8928 -4.402 -9.532 8.648 -9.001 .5278 x 10-5 2

0.1 0.0 -5.397 4.101 .8933 -4.402 -9.524 8.648 -9.002 .6897 x 10-5 2

0.0 0.1 -5.397 4.101 .8933 -4.402 -9.532 8.648 -9.002 .517/ x 10-5 2

0.1 0.0 -5.397 4.101 .8934 -4.402 -9.524 8.648 -9.002 .6897 x 10-5 2

0.0 0.1 -5.397 4.101 .8934 -4.402 -9.532 .8648 -9.002 .5143 x 10-5 2
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3.3 Analysis of Results

In all Tables 3.3 - 3.9, vd and vd are the forcing-function

components, al, a2, a3, a4 and a7, a3, a9 are the estimated para-

meters. In each row of these tables, loss function minimization is

done; in the first row of Table 3.3, the program was run with

vd = 0.1 and v = 0.0 and the initial guesses of the parameters.

After nine iterations the parameters converged to the values shown

in the first row and a local minimum was reached. In the next row

the values of vd and vd were interchanged and the program was run

again with the parameters found in the first row as initial

guesses. After eighteen interations the parameters converged to new

values and another local minimum was reached. This local minimum

was closer to global minimum than the first one. As we go along

with this interchange of forcing-function components, a local

minimum is reached which is smaller than the previous one. This was

repeated until the minimum of all local minima is reached at which

the parameters will be the closest to the optimum values. Also from

Table 3.3, we notice that we have two different sets of loss

functions, one set with the forcing-function components vd = 0.1 and

vd = 0.0 and the other set with forcing-function components vd = 0.0

and vq = 0.1. In Table 3.3 the minimum loss function of the local

minima was achieved in the ninth step with the loss function equals
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.2519 x 10-5. The parameters at this minimum with their initial and

exact values are shown in Table 3.10.

For a real machine, the program will be run with the input-

output-data recorded until the minimum value of the loss function of

the local minima is achieved. At that minimum the parameters will

be taken as the estimated parameters.
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Parameter

Table 3.10: Estimated Parameters of Machine 1

Initial Guess Estimated Value Exact Value

al -2.70 -5.398 -5.40

a2 0.93 1.871 1.87

a3 1.70 3.395 3.40

a4 -3.50 -7.107 -7.11

a7 -2.70 -5.393 -5.40

a8 2.60 5.282 5.30

a9 -2.80 -5.632 -5.70

From Table 3.10 table, it is noticed that three of the seven

parameters (al, a2 and a4) converged almost to their optimum or

exact values and the rest of the parameters are very close to their

optimum values.

The other tables 3.4 - 3.9, were constructed in the same manner

as Table 3.3, but with different conditions. Table 3.4 is the same

as Table 3.3 but it is with initial guesses closer to the parameters

optimum values than that of Table 3.3. The minimum value of the

loss function were achieved after seven steps at 0.3048 x 10-5, the

converged parameters at this step with their initial and exact

values are shown in Table 3.11.
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Table 3.11:

Parameter

Estimated parameters of Machine 1 with different ini-
tial glosses.

Initial Guess Estimated Value Exact Value

at -3.70 -5.399 -5.40

a2 1.30 1.871 1.87

a3 2.70 3.396 3.40

44 -4.50 -7.107 -7.11

a7 -3.70 -5.392 -5.40

as 3.60 5.280 5.30

ag -3.80 -5.622 -5.70

From Tables 3.3 and 3.4, it is noticed that as the initial

guesses were further from the optimal values of the parameters, more

iterations were needed for convergence to those optimal values.

Tables 3.4 - 3.7 are the same but differ in the forcing-functions,

from these tables it was noticeable that, the higher the forcing-

function the more iterations needed for total convergence. The

final parameters of these tables are shown in Table 3.12.
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Table 3.12: Estimated parameters for Machine 1 for differenct forc-
ing-functions

Initial Estimated Estimated Estimated Exact

Parameter Guess Value, FF*=.2 Value, FF=.5 Value, FF=1. Value

a1 -3.70 -5.398 -5.400 -5.398 -5.40

a2 1.30 1.871 1.870 1.871 1.87

a3 2.70 3.394 3.399 3.393 3.40

a4 -4.50 -7.102 -7.108 -7.067 -7.11

a7 -3.70 -5.389 -5.396 -5.393 -5.40

a8 3.60 5.272 5.285 5.284 5.30

a9 -3.80 -5.593 -5.668 -5.640 -5.7

* FF stands for forcing-function

From Table 3.12 and Table 3.11, it is noticed that the esti-

mated values of the parameters, with forcing-function equal to 0.5,

are closer to the optimum values than the others. Tables 3.8 and

3.9 show the estimated values of Machine 2 with two different pre-

cisions with the same initial guesses and the same forcing-

function. The final parameters of these two tables are shown in

Table 3.13.
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Table 3.13:

Parameter

Estimated parameters for Machine 2 for nifferent'numer-
ical precision

Initial Estimated Estimated Exact

Guess Values, SP* Value, DP** Value

al -3.0 -5.40 -5.394 -5.40

a2 2.5 4.101 4.101 4.10

a3 .55 0.8928 0.8907 0.90

a4 -2.80 -4.405 -4.402 -4.40

a7 -5.80 -9.542 -9.531 -9.54

as 5.30 8.694 8.648 8.70

a9 -5.60 -9.159 -8.999 -9.20

* SP = Single Precision
** DP = Double Precision

The results of Tables 3.8 and 3.9 showed that the value of the

loss function is smaller with double precision than that with single

precision. The final parameters in the two cases were close to each

other, and, therefore, the single precision was used; since it is

more economical of computer time. Each run of parameter

identification took between 1.5 hours to 2 hours on the HP 1000

computer.
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IV. APPLICATION TO REAL MACHINE DATA

4.1 Introduction

All stability studies are done with the synchronous machine on

line. Therefore, knowing the parameters of the machine while it is

connected to the power system is essential. In previous chapters, a

program for the identification of the synchronous machine parameters

using small signal responses was tested with data from a simulated

machine. In order for the process to converge, the direct - and

quadrature - axis components of the forcing function had to

interchange values, that is to say, first vd had a value and vq was

set to zero and in the next step vd was set to zero and vq had a

value. Since the interchange of the forcing function components is

not practically possible when testing a real machine, another method

to overcome this difficulty has to be found.

In this chapter, the system is studied in the frequency

domain. This study shows that it is possible to use the identifica-

tion program without major modification when the experimental data

is suitably processed. In the least-squares loss function used in

the minimization algorithms, the difference between the real machine

output and its model output is used. To get comparable outputs from

the machine and its model, the input signal should be the same for

both. Having the input signal to the model the same as that of the

machine without bandlimiting may cause aliasing when the data is
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treated numerically. Aliasing can be avoided by bandlimiting the

input signal to the model. Bandlimiting the input voltages of the

model will produce an output that is not of the same nature as that

of the real machine, and the two outputs cannot usefully be

compared. Filtering the machine output alone will not guarantee

that the two outputs will have the same frequency content.

Filtering the two outputs is an alternative way of getting two

comparable outputs in the frequency domain.

In the model used, the rotor frequency is an element of the

system equation matrix. Rotor frequency change with time causes the

system to be a time varying system. In order to determine the type

of filtering required, the frequency spectrum of the rotor frequency

has to be studied. The rotor frequency is assumed to vary

periodically with time and with a low frequency compared to the

system frequency. A study of the frequency spectrum of the rotor

frequency carried out in this chapter shows that it is possible to

filter both outputs to get a useful loss function.

4.2 Input-Output Signals of a Real Machine

In order to apply the identification program to an actual

machine, the measurements of the input signal (stator terminal

voltages and field voltage), the output signal (stator terminal

currents and field current) and the rotor frequency, which is

considered as a physical output of the actual machine, are required.
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4.2.1 Input-Output Signals in Machine Domain

A small-signal excitation test with the machine operating on

line is expected to be the most practical in the field. The small

signal power required will be obtained through the excitation system

of the machine. The input signal to the excitation system will be a

square wave whose frequency and amplitude can be manually

adjusted. Signal amplitude will be adjusted to maintain the small-

signal linearity condition. All instantaneous machine voltages,

currents and rotor frequency will be recorded. All the recorded

signals will contain noise. This noise will come from the system

and the measurement equipment. The signals in general will be of

the form

V
(Vno fn) COS (wet + 6(t)) + harmonics=

+ measurement noise. (4.1)

Where fn is the noise associated with the amplitude of the signal,

6(t) is the noise in the power supply frequency and Vno is the

amplitude of the signal at the operating point.

4.2.2 Input-Output Signals in the Park Domain

Since the model used for the machine is in the Park domain, the

input and output data signals must be transferred to the Park domain

also. Three types of frequencies are encountered here, the supply

frequency, the Park transformation frequency and the rotor
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frequency. Since the transformation is a mathematical operator, its

angle (0) could be made to match that of the rotor angle. This

assumption makes the machine inductances time invariant when they

are transformed into the Park domain. In practice, the rotor

frequency is a function of time. To see the effect of this time

variation of the rotor frequency on the model used for

identification we do the following:

The machine voltage equations in the abc frame of reference

(untransformed) are in the form

vs = - R
s

i
s

- as .

Multiplying both sides by the Park transformation P, we get

Pvs = - PR i - P Xs s s

and, since i
s

= P -lip and as = P
-I

x ,

Then

X
p

= PA
s

.

ap = P as + P as .

Therefore

. . .
P a s= - s;x P x

and

(4.2)



v =-R
P P

-x
P
+PP-1

;ap

where

P P
-1

= w(t)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

-1

0
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(4.3)

and transformation and rotor frequencies were taken to be equal.

Or

Therefore

vd r id Ad - w(t) Aq

i
d

- w(t) aq - vd

From equation 2.1

(4.4)

r
L

r
L
MD MO

Ad r

MD

Ad + Tar If + TT AD -w(t) Aq vd
d

d f d D
(4.5)

Similarly if, id, iq and a4 can be found.

By looking to these differential equations, we see that all the

parameters are constant with time except w(t). These parameters are

the entries of the state space system matrix. Since the solution of

the state equations is done numerically, the measured value of the

rotor frequency can be used at each time step.
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4.2.3 Input-Output Signals in Discrete and Frequency Domains

The input and output data of the synchronous machine is

recorded in continuous form. The model of the machine is solved on

a digital computer which means that its input, which is the input to

the real machine, and output signals are in discrete form.

Therefore the input and output signals of the real machine have to

be considered in discrete form.

Since, as was mentioned in the previous section, the input and

output signals contain the fundamental frequency and its harmonics,

it will better to band-limit the signal before its transformation to

the Park domain. This ensures that just the fundamental frequency

components of the signal be transformed to the Park domain and

prevents aliasing which occurs when transforming the discretized

signals to the frequency domain. The output signals of the model

will be due to the band-limited input voltages to the model while

the output of the machine is due to the input voltages without band-

limiting. This means that the two outputs are not of the same

nature and cannot be compared as they are. Filtering the output of

the real machine will not guarantee that the two outputs will be of

the same frequency content. It was found that the model may produce

higher harmonic components even when the input signal is of the

fundamental frequency only. Therefore, the outputs of the machine

and its model have to be filtered to have two comparable outputs.
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To do this filtering, the frequency spectrum of the rotor

frequency has to be studied; since it forms two entries of the

system matrix. In order to set limits, the rotor frequency is

assumed to vary with time periodically. This variation with time

causes the system to be a time-varying system of the form

(t) = A(t) X(t) + B u (4.6)

Since the rotor frequency is assumed to vary periodically with

time and with constant amplitude, the system matrix A(t) will be

periodic.

Using Floquet's theorem [26] which states that, given the

dynamic, linear, time-varying system

X (t) = A(t) X(t)

where A(t) is periodic, then the transition matrix will be

0(t,t0) = Pct,tdeR(t-to)

where P(t,t0) is periodic and R is a constant matrix.

(4.7)
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The system matrix A(t) of the synchronous machine can be

written as

A(t) = A" (t) + A'

where A' is a constant matrix and A" (t) is a time varying matrix

which varies periodically with time. Assume the solution of the

state equation in the form:

t itAsi(n)°° At(t-t )

s(t,t0) = e .e

(n)dn

with P(t,t0) = e ° and R = A'

This can be written in the form:

.

f
t
A ()d' nn

t f
t
A do

o ty,

0(t,to) = e . e "

t
ft(A (n) + A') do

=e°

tftA(n)dn
e

o

(4.8)

For this to be the transition matrix, it has to satisfy the state

equation



Now

s (t,t0) = A(t) 4(t,t0) and (toto) =

f
t
A(n)dn

des(t,to) d ,t

dt to
A(n)dn e °

dt

ftA(n)dn

= A(t) e °

= A(t) 4 (t,to)

with to = 0, the state transition matrix s(t) will be

, af
t
A (n)dn

(t) = eA1'. e"
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(4.9)

The measured rotor frequency of the synchronous machine w(t) is

assumed to be in the form:

w(t) = wo + cal(t) (4.10)

where wo is the constant rotor frequency and wt(t) is the time

varying part of the rotor frequency and it is the entries of the

matrix A"(t). To simplify the problem, the variation of wl(t) with

time is assumed to be in the form
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wi(t) = It' COS yt (4.11)

where It' is the amplitude of variation of wi(t) and y is the

assumed s'ngle frequency of the rotor speed. In an actual

synchronous machine lull and y are small compared to the system

frequency.

With this assumption, the elements of the matrix

rtftil(n)dn

e
oi m

will be in the form

1 COS yt
el (see Appendix B).

Now the elements of the solution matrix 0(t) will be the

summation of elements that are in the form

e-at .ey COS yt
(4.12)

where a is an eigenvalue of A'.

Since we are interested in the frequency domain, f(t) in the

frequency domain will be described as follows:

Let f(t) = fl(t) f2(t) (4.13)



where

where fl(t) = e-at

4 COS yt

f2(t) = el

Therefore,

F(w) = F1(w) * F2(w)

with Fl(w)
1

1

F 1 (w) V72-471

and

phase of FI(w) -tan-I = .

a
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(4.14)

Fl(w) is the frequency spectrum due to the constant part of the

system matrix, while F2(w) is due to the time varying part of the

system matrix.

1 COSyt
F2(w) =fael . e-.1" dt (4.15)
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1 COS yt
Expanding e y in polynomial form and using trigonometric

functions for the powers of the cosines, we get

COSyt
er

1 3 10
= [ 1- + 6 ]

2y 2! 8y 4! 32y 6!

1 4 15
] COS 2yt- +

2y 2! 8y 4. 32y .

+ 4-- 6
] COS 4yt

8y.4! 3i7c7

[ ] COS 6yt
32y 6!

1 3 10 35
] COSyt+i [

64y TY 4y 3! 16y 5. y

1 5 21
+ ] COS 3yt

4y33! 16y
5
5! 64y

7
7!

1
+ [ ] COS Syt

16y 5! 64y 7!

1
[ ] COS 71t 1

64y 7!
(4.16)

The sixth and seventh harmonic terms can be eliminated since they

are very small.

Since the frequency of variation of the rotor speed (y) is

practically small (in the range of 1 rad/sec) for most machines, the
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upper frequency limit of the rotor speed deviation will be

approximately

1

fr 'Tr

and the highest harmonic frequency in

1 COS yt
eY

which will be retained is

5
5f

r
2 27

which is still less than 1 cycle/sec.

The frequency spectrum of the solution of the state equation is

the convolution

F (w) . Fl (w) * F2 (w) .

This frequency spectrum will be the frequency spectrum Fl(w)

translated to the right and to the left of the axis w 2 0 by the

harmonics of y as shown in Fig. 4.1.



due to the
second harmonic

Fig. 4.1 The frequency spectrum of Fl(w)

and its translated forms of the second harmonic
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Fig. 4.1 shows that all the translated frequency spectra are

very close to the w = 0 axis; which allows us to filter at about

twice the system frequency wo without any loss of information for

real machines. At two , the magnitude of the frequency spectrum is

reduced by the factor

n = 1.33 x 10
-3

4.3 Parameter Identification of the Real Machine

It was shown in chapter 2 that the parameters of the machine

will be identified by the minimization of a loss function. This

loss function is the least squares function in which the square of

the difference between the machine output and model output is

used. In chapter 3, it was also shown that for the loss function to

converge, the input components (vd and vd) have to interchange zero

and nonzero values. In practice this interchange is not possible;

since this requires the generator to change the torque angle 6. A

mathematical study is done by transforming the input and output

signals of the real machine and its model from the time domain to

the frequency domain.

In order to investigate spectral manipulation in the frequency

domain, the variation of wl with time will be assumed to be
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sinusoidal with a very low frequency compared to the frequency of

rotation. Working this problem in the frequency domain creates

convolution terms in the state space equations as follows

Ad (Jw) Ai(iw) Af(jw) A2(iw) A0(:1w) A3(.1w) xi:1(.1w)

-A4(jw) [ (21(Jw) * Aq(jw) ] - A4(Jw) Vd(jw)

AF(jw) = Bi(jw) Ad(Jw) B2(jw) Vico) B3(jw) VF(jw)

XID(jw) 2 Ci(jw) Aci(jw) + C2(jw) AF(jw)

A4(jw) = Ei(jw) ;1(jw) E2(jw) Ad(jw) E3(jw) Cal(jw) * Ad(jw)]

- E
3
(jw) V (jw)

XQ(Jw) Fi(jw) Aq(jw)

(4.17)

where the A's, B's, C's, E's and F1 are as defined in appendix C.

With wi(t) a single sinusoid, as in equation (4.11), the

resulting convolution of a1 with Aq in the first equation of (4.17)

is the translation of the frequency spectrum of Aq to the right and

to the left of the axis w = 0 as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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As shown in Appendix C, the coefficients

of Aci(jw) and a1(jw) * 1d(jw) in equation (4.17) are related to each

other as follows:

with

A
3
(jw) w

o
A
4
(jw)

A
4
(jw)

1

+ jw

Then, the first equation of (4.17) can be written as follows:

Ad(J's') Al(jw) IF(jw) A2(Jw) Ad(Jw)

A4(jw) fwaxq(jw) [21(jw) * Aq(JW)]}

- A4(jw) Vd(jw)

(4.18)

The term bad yjw) + (Qi(jw) * Xci(jw)]} in the above equation has

two components, one component is wo xq (j4) which is the scaling

of X (jw) with a constant w
o

, while the second component

is [o
1
(jw) * x (jw)] whose result is the translation

of ail(jw) around each of the frequency components of wi(t). Since

the highest frequency component is small compared to the system
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frequency, the translated versions of A (jw) will be close to the

axis w 0 . Also, since the amplitude of wl(t) is small compared

to the system frequency wd , the amplitudes of the translated

versions of A (jw) will be small compared to w
0

A
q
(jw) .

As the Fourier transform frequency (jw) increases, the

term A4(jw) two Ad(jw) + [al(jw) * Ad(jw)] } can be reduced

to (constant + w0) A4(jw) Ad(jw) .

The direct axis flux linkage can be written as

Ad(jw) = Al(jw) AF(jw) A2(jw) A0(jw) Ai(jw) Ad(jw)

- A4(jw) Vd(jw) (4.19)

where A3(jw) is a modified multiplying coefficient of A (jw) that

will account for the convolution effect.
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Fig. 4.2

Assumed frequency spectrum of \l(jr) and the convolution effect.
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The same procedure can be used with the quadrature-axis flux-

linkage equation:

yjw) = E1(jw) xo(jw) + E2(jw) Xd(jw)

+ E3(jw) [yjw) * Xd(jw)] - E3(jw) Vq(jw)

where

E
2
(jw) = tao E

3
(jw)

In the same way as for Xd(jw) , yjw) will be

Xd(jw) = E1(jw) Al(jw) + E2(jw) Xd(jw) - E3(jw) Vd(jw) (4.18)

where the term

E3(jw) { wo Xd(jw) + a1(jw) * xd(jw)

can be reduced, at higher frequencies, to

[ w0+ constant] E3(jw) Xd(jw) or Ei(jw) Xd(jw)

where E12 (jw) is a modified coefficient that will account for the

convolution effect.

Now to investige the effect of the convolution term at lower

frequencies, we consider the following:
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At any frequency,a the term [ woXci(jw) + 01(jw) * Aq(jw) ] will

be the summation of the curve woAq (jw) and the translation

of X 044 as shown in Fig. 4.2.

For the assumed (jw), the resultant F(jw) will be

, 1 + ,F waNTZ:i 4. I 4111 V a2 + (i - w)2 lull

1

V a2 42

at w = 0.0

w
F(0)

a
+

aRe*Y2

con 2 IwIl
Y 72 - 1

a + a [ 1 4. 1
a

(L3° + 1 411 I

2 , 4
5

6

a a [ 1 '. + Pa- Ts 1r + ]
2a a

2 I w11

For this expression to converge, a has to be greater than y .

For l wll assumed to be about 5% of (go, F(0) will be

w, 0.1 w 2 , 4 , 6

F(0) =
a

+
° [ 1- 17a

2a a a

and the percentage error will be

2 64
5

% error = 0.1 [ 1 - 17 +
3

T-6.-LT - 16 + . . . ] * 100%
2a a a
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The smallest eigenvalue of machine 1 was found to be -1.13 which

puts an upper limit on y, of y c 1.13 rad/sec. For small

machines y was assumed to be 1 rad/sec. In large machines the

eigenvalues are in the range of U.1 s-I and y should be c 0.1. But

for large machines the frequency of oscillation is expected to be

small due to the inertia of the rotor. The maximum percentage of

error will be less than 10%. At w = y or w = -y the error will be

2 4 6
1 y 3 Y

error
=Zlall

( 1 7 2 I "d" T 1

a a a

and for the lowest eigenvalue the percentage error was less than

7%. Therefore, using the modified coefficients of the higher

frequency range will yield an acceptably small error at a lower

frequency; so the modified coefficients can be used for all

frequencies. The same can be said about the term

[ wo Ad (Ja) Q1Uw) xd(Jw) ]

A study carried out in Appendix C showed that is is possible to

have the output of the model as a function of only

Vd(jw) and VF(jw) or Vd(jw) and VF(jw)

which is the case used for the test of the identification program.

As shown in Appendix C the output equations in the frequency domain

with V
F
(jw) and V (jw) as input are
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X2(jw) S2(jw) R3(jw) + S3(jw) R2(jw)

H1(jw) T3(jw) Si(jw) + S3(jw) T1(jw)

H2(jw) T3(jw) S2(jw) + S3(jw) T2(jw)

J1(jw) T2(jw) Ri(jw) - R2(jw) T1(jw)

J2(jw) = T2(jw) R2(jw) - R2(jw) T2(jw)

and the T's, S's and R's are as defined in Appendix C.

From the set of equations (4.19), we see that these equations

are function of V
F
(jw) and V (jw) only and these equations will be

analogous to that where vd 0 and vd has a value in the test

procedure of the program. In the set of equations (4.20), the

equations are function of VF(jw) and Vd(jw) only and these equations

are analogous to that where lid = 0 and vd has a value in the test

procedure of the minimization program.

From the set of equations in (4.19) and (4.20), it is clear

that we can use the same minimization program tested earlier with a

modification. This modification is the transfer of the input and

output data to the frequency domain using a numerical Fourier

transformation. In the frequency domain, we do not need to solve

for the state vector. Instead, we solve for the coefficients of the

input and output components and then solve for the outputs. These
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outputs will be compared with those of the real machine in forming

the loss function.

The loss function in the time domain as defined in eq. (2.8) is

where

QLoss(t) oft (Y(t) Ym(t)]2 dt

I T
= 7oft p

2
(t) dt

p(t) = y(t) - ym(t)

(4.21)

Note that y(t) and yM(t) are real functions; so p(t) will be a real

function.

Parseval's formula is [37]

fm fl(t) f. (t) dt F
1
(jw) F

2
(iw) dw. (4.22)

If fl(t) = f2(t) = f(t), equation (4.22) reduces to the energy

theorem

fe if(t)12 dt = Trir imi F(jw) 12 dw. (4.23)

We can then write the loss-function as

QLoss(t) oft
p2

(t) dt = of- INJ.0 12
dw (4.24)



where

P(jw) Y(jw) - Ym(j(4)
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and the realness of P(t) was used in changing the limits on the

frequency-domain integral.

If the loss-functitn in the frequency domain is defined as

QLoss (jw) /2. ors
I P(jw) 12 dw , (4.25)

in this loss-function, the multiplication of P(jw) and its complex

conjugate is used.

then

1

LOSS()Loss (t) 7 Ow) (4.26)

Equation (4.26) shows that the loss-function in the frequency domain

is related to the loss-function in the time domain. Since the

loss-function in the time domain converged, the loss-function in the

frequency domain will also converge.

The numercial evaluation of the loss-function in the frequency

domain will be



where

M
F-1

1

IQloss(mws) 7 1 l(mws) Ym(mus) 1

2

mo

w
s

Y(mws) =

Y
14
(mw

s
) a
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(4.27)

the increment between frequency components,

the output of the real machine in the frequency

domain,

the output of the model in the frequency domain.

A flow chart for the minimization algorithm in the frequency

domain is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4,3
Parameter identification algorithm for

the frequency domain



V. CLOSURE

5.1 Conclusions

94

This thesis shows the possibility of identifying the parameters

of a simulated machine using Powell's algorithm which minimizes a

least-squares loss-function with a small perturbation in the

forcing-function. From the results of this study, the following are

concluded:

1) In the time domain:

a) It is possible to identify the parameters of a linearized

fifth order model of a synchonrous machine in Park's domain

from small-signal data.

b) With the application of different values of

forcing-functions, it was noticed that the number of

iterations required for convergence increases with the

increase in the value of the step function.

c) From the results shown in the tables of Chapter 3, it was

noticed that the parameters can be identified with great

accuracy.

2) In the frequency domain

a) The approach studied in Chapter 4 necessitate the transfer

of all the input and output data of the actual machine to
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the frequency domain. This transformation has to be done

once and will be used in the identification procedure.

b) In the frequency domain it is not required to solve for the

state space equation, we solve directly for the output

components.

cJ In calculating the loss-function, the square of the

absolute value of the differences between the actual

machine output and the model output in the frequency domain

will be used.

d) The same indentification program tested in the time domain,

can be used in the frequency domain data.

5.2 Further Research

Further research in the following area will enhance the present

study:

1) In this study the signals were considered deterministic, that is

to say, the measurement noise was not considered. Further

studies need to be conducted in identifying the parameters with

the consideration of the measurement noise.

2) Applying the signal processing approach to an actual machine

input-output data could be done.
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APPENDIX A

MACHINE MDOEL IN THE TIME DOMAIN

A.1 Machine Equations

The equations are derived for a salient pole synchronous

machine and the formulation follows closely that given by Anderson

and Fouad [23]. The stator is considered to be three identical,

symmetrically placed, lumped windings called (a, b and c). The

rotor windings are three lumped windings. Two of the rotor windings

(F, D) are considered to be on the direct axis while the third

winding (Q) on the quadrature axis, which is 90 electrical degrees

from the direct axis. Winding (F) represents the field winding

while windings (0 and Q) are fictitious windings that will account

for the damper windings. With one damper winding on each axis, the

model will be a five-winding model.

The assumptions made in the given model are as follows:

1) all inductances are independent of current (satura-

tion is neglected);

2) all self- and mutual-inductances may be represented

as constant plus a simple sine variation of the

rotor angle 8 or 28;

3) the effects of currents flowing in the iron parts

of the rotor or in damper windings may be repre-

sented by two lumped rotor coils.
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The Kirchoff's law equations describing the machine, in the

machine domain, contain time-varying parameters but they may be

eliminated by transforming the stator quantities from the a, b, c

frame of reference to the direct, quadrature and zero (d, q, o)

frame of reference. In the analysis, zero-sequence components will

be dropped; because only balanced disturbances will be considered.

The three-phase stationary stator windings are transformed into two

windings (d, q) in quadrature and rotate at the rotor speed in the

direction of rotation of the rotor. Rotor quantities are not

transformed since they are already on the rotor [23J.

The five windings of the model will be shown in Figure A.1

noting that all the self and mutual inductances are constants, and

per unit quanitites are implied for all quantities, including

time. Note also the presence of dependent sources in the equiva-

lent. These arise from speed voltage terms in the equations.

For round rotor machine we realize that, all stator self- and

mutual- inductance elements are independent of the rotor angle 0,

while the stator-rotor mutual-inductance elements are still function

of the rotor angle O.
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0

is

reAd

Fig. A.1 Synchronous machine d-q equivalent circuit.

In the d-q domain and in per unit (PU) system, the equations of

the machine will be

vd rid Pld "q

v = - ri - PAq q + "d

vF = rFiF + PAF

VD U = - r010 - PAD

VD a 0 a - rDiD - PAD

(A.1)



where

Ad Ldid K MF1F KMDiD

Aq = Lqiq + KMDiD

AF 2 "Did LFiF MOD

AD KMDid + MRiF + LDiD

AD = KMDiq + LDiD

P = d/dt.
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(A.2)

L
d

and Lq are the direct and quadrature axis synchronous

inductances, LF the field winding inductance, LD and LQ are the

direct and quadrature axis damper windings inductances, MF, MD, MD

and MR are mutual inductances and K is a constant equal to i3/2 .

The flux linkage equations may be written in per unit in the

following form

Ad 2 [(Ld Lld) Lid] id KMFiF KMDiD

AF = "Did im [(LF
LIF) L1F] iF MRi0

AD = KMDid MOP [(L0
LID) LID] 10

Aq = [(Lq - Liq) + Liq] iq + KMOD

A(,) = KaMO) [(Li) 1.10 1.10 i()

(A.3)
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where Lid, LIF, L10, Liq and Lig are the leakage inductances of the

d. F, 0, q and Q circuits respectively in per unit. Let iF a io =

0.0 in the first three equations therefore

Ad [(Ld Lld) Lld] id

If KilFid

= KMoid

(A.4)

where Ld Lid = Lmd is the magnetizing inductance.

The flux linkage that will be mutually coupled to the F and D

circuits is Ad Lldid Lmdid

From the choice of the base rotor current, to give equal mutual

flux [23], we can see that the per-unit values of Lmdid, AF and Ao

must be equal and also 64 iq and Alo must be equal. Therefore the

per-unit values of Lmd, KMF, Kit, MR, LmF and Lmo are equal and Lmq

Olo and Lmo are equal

KM
F

KM
F

KM
F

Lmd

KM
fu MFB kris (kmr/imd) L3 Ls Lmdu

KM
D

KM KM

ilma Lmdu

D 0
KMOu C 701:

(KMDILmd) LS
-3

M
R

M
R

M
R md

M =
. 2 I.

Ru MkkL MR kM
RS FDS ROL L

8
mdu

rindd
9

(A.5)
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LmFu

L Lrnd
mF nf

(L

2
mdu

LFB mhd ) k
F B

Lino Lrro Lino Laid

a a L
LmOu C. 7 a cLmo/Lmdills mdu

DB KOLB

Km KT1 KtiQ

Km
Qu mos

K0 aQLs (olo/Lmq)Ls MCIU

LA Lir mQ
Lmq

L mQu -7 /L )L LB LMICI
QS k

Q
LB mQ mg B

r0
u

Where u stands for per-unit values. The definitions for kF, k0 and

kg are given in reference [23].

Let us now define the per unit direct axis and quadrature axis

inductances by

LAD -11 Ld- Lid LF- L1F LO L10 "F KM0 MR

(A.6)

LA(1 D Lq - Litt Lq - L7q = kM0

where LAD and LAQ are the d - and q - axis magnetizing inductances.

The magnetizing fluxes of the direct axis windings will be the

same and defined as AAD

Ad Lldida AF L1FiF AD L1010 s XAD
pu (A.7)



Similarly for the quadrature axis windings

Ad - Lidid = 1Q - Ligio g AAQ pu

where

'A°
= ici(Ld Lid) KmFiF Kmoio

L
AD

(i
d

+ iF + i D) pu

and

xAo . id (Lq - Lid) + KMoio

L
AQ

(i
q
+

Q
) pu

From the voltage equations

vd rid
Pad "q
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(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

substituting for Ad, adding and subtracting 1did in vd we yet

vd rid LldPid E(Ld 1-1d)"d 1414FFIF KMUP103 "q-

rid LldPid LAD P(id iF 10)
WAq (A.11)

where the operator P d/dt.

Similarly for vF, vo, vd, and vc1
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- "F rFiF L1FP1F LAOP (id + iF i0)
(A.12)

LADP (i
d

+
F

+
0

) (A.13)

These equations will be satisfied by the circuit shown in Fig.

V

wA

Fig. A.2 Oirect axis equivalent circuit.

The three direct axis circuits (d, F and 0) shown in the figure

are coupled through the common magnetizing inductance LAD.

For the quadrature axis voltages we get

v = - rig - - (ig + + wAd
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These two equations are satisfied by the equivalent circuit shown in

Fig. A.3

V o

rAa

Fig. A.3 Quadrature- axis equivalent circuit.

The two quadrature axis circuits (q and Q) shown in the figure

are coupled through the common magnetizing inductance LAO.

We notice the presence of the dependent source in both cir-

cuits, waq in the d-axis circuit and wad in the q-axis circuit.

A.2 The Flux Linkage Nadel

A model for the synchronous machine will be given in the state-

space form. This model is the flux linkage model, in which the

state variables chosen are ad, XF, A0, Xd and X.

From the previous section, if in each circuit the per unit

leakage flux is subtracted, the remaining flux linkage is the same

as for all other circuits coupled to it. Thus



and

AAD A Ad Lldid AF L1FIF XD LIDiD

AM) A Aq L1q1q X0 L1QIQ

From these two equations the currents will be

1
id

(Ad
.)

d Lid d Au

1

IF
1F

(AF
AAO)

1
=

u
(x- - A )

L
ID

AD

1

I

q
m

lq
(x

q
XAQ)

tQ LicT (N) An)

Also, from the previous section we have

XAD (id ir + ID) LAD

XAQ - (iq.t. ip) LAQ

108

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

(A.19)



Substituting for the currents in the last two equations we get

Id AAD IF AAD AAD

IAD 'I CL r- r1- r
ID
--] LAO

7d ld IF IF 0

1 I I 1 , Ad XF AO
x L + + + + +
AD LAO

Ltd
L
IF

L
IO Lid

L
IF

L
10

Now we define

1 I I I 1

LMD LAD rid ETF

Therefore

moMO L

XAO
Id 1F

Ad AF --E 10 X 0

Similarly

Let

A A R,
A . Its _ + "4] L
AQ

lq
L
lq IQ IQ

AQ

C E;:i

3 rg
AAQ 9+ ETO Liq
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(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

(A.24)



Therefore

L

A
AQ

- r-C 1., + tiM An

lq " IQ

An
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(A.25)

From the voltage equations of the previous section, for the

direct axis equations,

va Ha Pad
4IXq

Substituting for id and rearranging

rld A0

PAd r Yr t--] wIci vd
Id ld

Also,

Also,

r r
PA a - r + r A - wA - vPad

L
ld

d L
Id

AD q d

"F rFiF PXF

r
F

r
F

"F rTFIF + riF,A0 + "F

vo = 0 = - roio - PAD

r
D

+ C
0
AAD

1

(A.26)

(A.27)

(A.28)



Similarly for the quadrature axis equations,

Px - + aAQ + - v
q L

lq
q L

lq
d q

P xcl - An + A

IQ ' 10 AQ

A.3 Unsaturated Machine Model

111

(A.29)

(A.30)

The model of unsaturated machine is studied in this section.

In this model, LAD and LAo are constants as well as Lm0 and Lmo. If

saturation is considered, the magnetizing inductances LAD and LAQ

and, consequently, Lm0 and LMQ will not be constant; and the model

will be nonlinear. The unsaturated model will include all the

parameters needed for identification.

Substituting for Am and Alul in the current equations we get

Lmo Ad Lmo xF Lmo xo

d (1 -11 Lid- -L-Td LIF
Lld LID

L
MO d

Lmo
AF

Lmo xo
(

iF L
1F

L
Id

L
IF

) L
1F

L
1F

L
ID

4 mu d MD 1F
lmo X0L A L

1D
ID 7 4- (1 r--) r

d IF ID 10

Lmo X, Lmo Ao

iq (1 L L
lq lq lq IQ

(A.31)



substituting for these currents in the voltage equations we get

Lmo Ad
1140 XF LMO XD

PAda -r (1 -
)

+rrr- win - VA
ld Id Id 1F 61d 610 4 "

Lmo Lmo AF Lmo Ao
PXF a rF r.

Ad

rF(1 r--) + rF r.-- r + vF
`1F 'ld 61F 61F 'IF 10

L
MD

A
d LMD AF LMD AD

PAD ro rr + ro r (1 r--) r
ID ID1D Id

L A Lmn An
PA -r (1 - r11.) + ud - v

q
lq lq

L
lq L1Q

L A

PAn rn r2- r, a Ir)
4 4 r7i id 4 IQ 1Q

112

(A.32)

This system is in the form ; a f(x, u, t) where the state-space

vector x a [Ad AF AD A
q

T
, u is the forcing function

u C-vd vF 0 -vc, OJT and t is the time.



Ad

iF

;a

is

In matrix form, the model will be

L)
r

4 e r 1 4.1140 -

Lid"

i
71 L-7IF LIdLID

r
F

Lmo r
F

LKI,

,

rF L 0MO
- 1-- (1 - r--

711; IF If
Lis LID

r9S r0 LM0 :au SI) 0

L1DLId L10LIF
1_10 I. 10

a

0

L r__
0 0 LI

q liq lichq

ar ILv)

0 0 0
LioLiq

10 10

Aa

A

F

0

A

A0

113

0

-v

(A.33)

Where all the entries of the matrix are constant except w which is

function of time. Since the model is solved numerically, the value

of the frequency given by the test data at each time step of the

calculation will be used.

The measurable currents i
a,

ib and is which may be transformed

to id and id, and iF may be taken as outputs.

LMD
Ad LMO AF HMO AD

id (I ITT) 1Tc-1 IT; r1F riri 7:1

(A.34)



iq - =L)
tIci )7c,

These equations may be written in matrix form as

.11111P

id

IF

(1 - 1.71/1/) -
Id IF

4C 0

Id Id Crld10

sL
ir (1 r

LltTILF -IF
Lmo 0

7AT,

It (1 - .0")
lq lq

0

F

0

A
q

AO

lq 10
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(A.35)
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The solution of e°

APPENDIX B

itAll(n)dn

0 0 0 -w (t) 0

1

0 0 0 0 0

where A"(t) = 0 0 0 0 0

w (t) 0 0 0 .0

1

0 0 0 0 0

wi(t) is assumed to vary with time sinusoidally.

Eigenvalues of A"(t) with w1(t) is proportional to sin yt

det [ Al - A" (t) = 0

A 0 0 w (t)
1

0 A 0 0 0

3 2 2

det 0 0 A 0 0 = A (). + w (0) = 0
1

-w (t) 0 0 A 0

1

0 0 0 0 A

A1 = A2 = A3 = 0, A4 jw1(t) and A
5
= -jw

1
(t)



Eigenvectors

AX -AX

o 0 0 sw (t) 0 x x
1 1 1

o 0 0 0 0 x x
2 2

o 0 0 0 0 x a A x
3 1 3

w (t) 0 0 0 0 x x

1 4 4

0 0 0 0 0 x x

_5_ 5_ -.

-wt(t) x4 = 0 and
X4 - 0

wi(t) xl = 0 and xi 2 0

x2. x3 and xs are arbitrary and the eigenvector is in the form:

ma.

0

x
2

x
3

0

x
5

116

Therefore,

follows

the eigenvectors for al,

a a
A2

and A3 may be chosen as

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 and 0

0 0 0

0 0 1a a



For A4 jwi(t)

gMir

0 0 0 -w(t) 0 x x
1 100000 x x
2 200000 x jw (t) x
3 3

w (t) 0 0 0 0 x
1 4 4

0 0 0 0 0 x x
.ta

awl (t)

wi(t)

x4 jwi(t) xl

0 j--(t)1 x2

0 (t)

xi johl(t)

0 = jwl(t)

X3

X4

xs

Therefore the eigenvector is

MMI. =IV

1

a

0

J

5_ 5_

117
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For As -jwi(t)

wil(t) x4 =

=

0

at(t) x1

0=

web

and the eigenvector is

1

a

The similarity transformation matrix will be

0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 j

0 0 1 0 0
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det [ T ] -2j

-1 1

AT

-1

0 2j 0 0 0

0 0 2j 0 0

0 0 0 0 -2j

j 0 0 1 0

j 0 0 -1 0

o -1 0

a -1 a

o o 0 1

-0.5 0 0.5j

-0.5 0 -0.5j

0 0 0 -(13 (t) 0 0 0 0 1

1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

A"(t)T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 j
1(t)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0



a

0 0 0 -jos (t) Jo, (t)
1 1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 4, (t) w (t)
1 1

0 0 0 0 0

-1
A"(t) T

0 0 0

o o -1 0 0

o a a a 1

- 1/2 0 a 1/2j 0

- 1/2 0 0 -1/2j 0
sm. MS*

MN&

120

0 0 0 -ju3 (t) ju3 (t)
1 1

U 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 w (t) a (t)
1 1

0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 a

o a a 0 0

0 0 a a 0

0 0 0 jw (t) 0
1

0 0 0 -mita (t)
1
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for (al(t) = sin yt

11

oftT-1A"(n)Tdn

t -1
T A (n)Tdn

and e"

gsmi.

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

o

U

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

UOUeU
U

11,

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

-J

cos yt 0 0

-j
0 0 -COS yt_

0 0 0

0 0 0

-J

1 cos yt 0

-J

U 0 cos yt
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APPENDIX C

STATE EQUATIONS IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN

Assuming the rotor frequency of the machine in the following

w(t) = we + wilt) (C.1)

where wo is the system frequency and it is constant while wilt) is

the noise associated with the rotor frequency.

The state equations in time domain will be

Ad = - r al Ad + r a2 AF + r a3 AD - wd Aq -wi(t) Aq - vd

AF = rF a2 Ad - rF a4 AF + rF a6 AD + vF

= rD a3 Ad + r0 a6 AF - ro a6 AD (C.2)

- r 67 Aq + r a8 AQ + cad Ad + Ad - vd

A6 = ro a3 Aq -
rQ a9 AQ
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where

r a2 rFa2
r0a3

A1(jw) s -=-4" 8, (jw)
11"r

F
a + jw C(jw)

r0a6+

r a3
A2(jw)

rFa5
r

0a
5

82(jw) 7471(1) C2(jw) roa6+ jw

w 1 ra8
A3(jw) 8 3 (i (11) El (j w)rai+ jw rFa4+ jw ra7+ jw

r a w

A4(jw) r a11+ jw F1(jw) a rQ00a0+ E
2
(jw) * o

ra
7

1
E

3
(jw) ra 7+ 34)

Therefore

Ad(3w) m1(jw) Aff(Jw) +A2(jw) A0(jw) - Ai(jw) Aq(Jw) -44(3w) Vd(ioi)

AF(jw) 81 (jw) ad (jw) 82(jw) AD (jw) + 83(its) VF(jw)

A0 (jw) a C1(jw) Ad (1w) + C2(jw) aF (jw) (C.5)

Aq (jw) AQ (jw) Ei(j(s) Ad (jw) - E3(l(a) Vq(Jw)

AQ (jw) a F1(jw) Aq (1(0)
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Where A' Ow) is the modified coefficient of X and E' Ow) is the
3 2

modified coefficient of Ad at all frequencies.

Solving the simultaneous equations of equation (C.5) we get

Ad (jw) L1(jw) VF(Jw) + L2(J63) Vq(jw) - 1.3(j61) Vd(Jw)

AF (jw) Mi(Jw) VF(Jw) + M2(jw) Vd(Jw) - M3(Jw) Vd(jw)

A0 (Jw) = N1(jw) VF(jw) + N2(jw) Vq(jw) N3(jw) Vd(Jw)

Ad (.1w) P1(Jw) VF(Jw) + P2(Jw) Vd(Jw) - P3(Jw) Vd(Jw)

AQ (Jw) = ()Oita) VF(Jw) + 02(iw) Vq(JW) - Q3(jw) Vd(Jw)

The output equations in the frequency domain are

'd (Jw) = al Ad (4w)
a2 AF (jw) a3 AD (4w)

IF (4w) -a2Ad
(4w)

a4 AF (4w) a5 AD (jw)

lq (jw) a a7 xq (jw) - a8 A.Q (4w)

(C.6)

(C.7)
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Substituting for Xis in the output equations we get

Id (jui) alli(jw) VF(Jca) + ail.2(jw) Vd(jw) -a1l.3(jw) Vd(jw)

-a2M1(jw) Vd(jw) -a2M2(jw) Vq(jw) + a2M3(jw) Vd(jw)

-a3N1(jw) VF(jw) - a3N2(jw) Vq(jw) + a3N3(jw) Vd(jw)

Id (jul) a Ri(jus) Vd(jw) + R2(jw) Vd(jw) - R3(jca) Vd(jw)

IF (jw) -a21.1004 Vd(jw) -a21-2(.1w) Vd(jw) +421-3(jw) Vd(jw)

+ aami(jw) Vd(jw) + a4142(jw) Via') a4m3(jw) Vd(jw)

- a
5

N
1

(jw) Vd(jw) -a
5
N2 (jw) Vd(jw) + asyjw) Vd(jw)

IF (ica) z St(iw) Vd(jw) + S2(jw) Vd(jw) + S3(lui) Vd(jw)

Iq (j w) a a7P1(jw) Vd(jw) + a7P2(jw) Vd(jw) - a7P3(jw) Vd(jw)

a8 (j lu) VF(j01) - a8Q2(jca) Vq(jw) + asP3(jw) Vd(jw)

Iq (j w) Ti(jw) Vd(jw) + T2(jw) Vd(jw) T3(jw) Vd(jw)
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In summary the three outputs are

Id (jw) R1(jw) VF(jw) R2(jw) Vq(jw) - R3(jw) Vd(i(g)

S1(jw) VF(jw) + 52(jw) Vq(jw) + 53(4w) Vq(jw) (C.8)

Iq (4w) Ti(jw) VF(jw) + T2(jw) Vq(jw) - T3(jw) Vq(jw)

Multiply Id by T3(jw) and II by Ra(jw) and subtract we get

T3(jw) Id (4w) -Rijw) I4jw) [13(4w) R1(jw) -R3(jw) T1(4w)11/F(4w)

+ C 73(jw) R2(jw) - R3(4w) 12(4w) ] Vq(jw) (C.9)

also

Multiply IF by T2(jw) and Iq by S2(jw) and subtract

12(4w) 'F(j43)42(j(0) Iq(jia) [T2(jw)S1(jw)-S2(4w)T1(jw)]VF(jw)

+ [ 12(4w) 53(4w) + 52(4w) 13(4w) ] Vd(jw) (C.I0)



Multiply Id(jw) by S3(jw) and IF(jw) by R3(j4) and add

S3(jw) Id(jw) + R3(jw) IF(jw)

[ R1(jw) S3(jw) + S1(jw) R3(jw) VF(jw)

- 33(jw) R2(jw) + R3(jw) S2(jw) ] Vd(jw)
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(C.11)

Multiply Id(jw) by S2(jw) and IF(jw) by R2(jw) and subtract

S2(jw) Idejw) - R2(jw) IF(jw)

[ S2(jw) Ri(jw) - Si(jw) R2(jw) 3 VF(jw)
(C.12)

- S2(jw) R3(jw) S3(jw) R2(j43) ] vd(jw)

Multiply IF(jw) by T3(jw) and Id(jw) by S3(jw) and add

T3(jw) IF(jw) + S3(jw) lq(jw)

[ T3(jw) Si(jw) + 53(jw) Ti(jw) 3 VF(jw)
(C.13)

+ [ T3(jw) S2(jw) + S3(jw) T2(jw) I V q(jw)

Multiply Id(jw) by T2(jw) and Id(jw) by R2(jw) and subtract

1.2(j41) Id(jw) R2(jw) 14(Jw)

[ T2(jw) Ri(ja) - R2(jw) Ti(jw) VF(jw)

- [ T2(jw) R2(jw) - R2(jw) T2(jw) V d(jw)

(C.14)



where

T1 = a7 P1 - as Q1

72 =a7 P2-
a8

Q2

73 s a7 P3 - as Q3

QI m

Q2 A

Q3 a

F1 Pi

F1 P2

F1 P3

PI s G1 LI

P2 = Gi L2 - G2

P3 2 G1 L3

SI = -a2 LI + a4 MI - a5 Ni

S2 = -a2 L2 + a4

S3 2 a2 L3 - a4 M3 + a5 N3

M1 ' QI LI + Q2

M2 * DI L2

M3 s DI L3

N1 s C1 L1 + C2 Mi

N2 s C1 L2 + C2 M2

N3 = C1 L3 + C2 M3

R1= a1 L1- al Mi - a3 Ni

R2 al L2 - a2 M2 - a3 N2

R3 s al L3 - a2 M3 - a3 N3

129
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k
2

L
I -7E

k
3

L
2 -77

A
3

L3 -77T

K1 = A1D1+ A2[ C2 + C2 01] - A3 G1

K2 = Al D2 + A2 C2 02

K
3

= A
3

G
2

BI B2 C2
I 1 - B2 C2

8
3

D
2

=
1 - C

2

with all upper case letters are function of jw.


